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and Jim Gmmell
uman tppmory can be maddeningly elusive. We stumble upon its hitations
every day*when we forget a friend's telephone number, the name of a business
contact ar the title of a favorite book. People have developed a variety of srrategies for combating forgetfulness-messags scribbled on Post-it notes, for example, or

h searchable and se'cure.
ceived by hum9ns, such as oxygen levels in the blood or the a m - of carbon dioxide in
ihe air. Compttrscah tbenscaxi tbese data to idetltifypatterns: for instance,they might
determine whichendmmyai conditions womm a child's astima. Sensorscanalso fog
the tjme billion or so heartbeats in a person's fietime, along with other physiological
in&8tom, dnd Vrarn of a pas&ile heart attack. This informationwoutd alfow doctars to
qwbrqydaritiesearly9providiiwarnings before an illness becomes serious. Your physician would have access to a detailed, ongoing health record, and you dno 1r, ,+e
to rack yotp brain to answer qyestions~uchss"When did you first feel &is way?"
Otlr m~&?c'hp-,
cra&&MNeBfes;hpmvided some of the tools needed to
compile a l i k h g digital aichive. We have found that digital memories allow one to
vividly relive an event with sounds and images, enhancing personal reflection in mwh
the @me way that the Internet has aided scientific investigations. Every word oswhaa - . .
ever read, whether in an e-mail, an electronicdocument or on a Web site, canba found .
again withjust a few k e y s t r o k Csmputerscan analyse digital memories to help with
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A DAY I N T H E DIGITAL L I F E

your highest priorities. Your locations
can be logged at regular intervals, pro-

solely for the rich and famous.

Because hlrrndn memory 1s ralltole, researcners are strlvtng to develop
systems that can automatically record communications, documents, images
and video, storing everything in a searchable archive.
Ongoing advances in sensors and data storage promise to make digital
recording easier. The bigger challenge is devisingsoftware that can organize
the information.
Digital memories may yield benefits in medical care, job productivity and
other areas, but developers must ensure that the archives are secure.

display surfaces. The person behind the
desk could use a camera to make microfilm copies of photographs and papers
or create new documents by writing on
a touch-sensitive screen. The Memex
user could also mount a camera on his
or her forehead to capture pictures while
away from the desk. One of the most

human mind, which he described in
lively terms: "With one item in its grasp,
it snaps instantly to the next that is suggested by the association of thoughts, in
accordance with some intricate web of
trails carried by the cells of the brain."
Over the next half a century intrepid
computer science pioneers, including
Ted Nelson and Douglas Engelbart, developed some of Bush's ideas, and the
inventors of the World Wide Web borrowed the concept of the "web of trails"
to build their system of linking sites. But
the Memex itself remained technologically out of reach. In recent years, however, rapid advances in storage, sensor
and processor technologies have paved
the way for new digital recording and
retrieval systems that may ultimately go
far beyond Bush's vision.

At the same time, manufacturers are
The growth of digital storage capacity has been staggering: today a $600 producing a new generation of inexpenhard drive can hold a terabyte (one tril- sive sensors that may soon become ubiqlion bytes) of data, which is enough to uitous. Some of these devices can record
store everything you read (including e- a wealth of information about the user's
mails, Web pages, papers and books), all health and physical movements. Others
the music you purchase, eight hours of can gauge the temperature, humidity, air
speech and 10 pictures a day for the next pressure and light level in the surround60 years [see table on page 641. If cur- ing environmentand even detect the presrent trends continue, within a decade ence of warm bodies nearby. Some monyou will be able to carry the same amount itors are meant to be worn, and others
of information in your cell phone's flash are designed to be placed in rooms or inmemory, while connecting wirelessly to corporated into appliances such as refriga $100 four-terabyte drive on your PC. erators. (Afridge sensor could keep track
In 20 years $600 will buy 250 terabytes of your snacking habits by measuring the
of storage-enough to hold tens of thou- number of times the door is opened.) And
sands of hours of video and tens of mil- microphones and cameras are now cheap
lions of photographs. This capacity enough to be installed virtually anyshould be able to satisfy anyone's record- where-particularly in cell phones, where
camera inclusion is becoming the norm,
ing needs for more than 100 years.

c~~mputing
power over the past decade

ingsyotem device c#
Beif%9cation, enablingthecr6qtiano f ~ r u l r f d i ~ d ~ ~ r a v e i s .
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lla&cl to the introduction of processors
that canef6cientlyretrieve, analyze and fact that this prolifemtim of digital m@fee mugs and T-shirts.) He aho
visualize vast amounts of information. ,, chronicling is taking place with only bqgm digitizing home mavks, videoAn ordinary notebook PC can run a da- very rudimentary tools demonstrates
tabase that is more powerful and almost how deep the desire must be. And the
100 times as large as that of a major interest will surely grow once the prohank of the 1980s. An inexpensive -11 cess of digital recording becomes easier
pkone can surf the Web, play videos and and more comprehensive.
+a%understand
p
some speech.
ASthe hardware for digital recoid- One Man's Memories
iag has imnproved, more and more peo- ou R ow N EXPERIENCE with digital and rideas are
ve started to create electronic memories began in 1998, when Bell de-

n& only to do full-text se

tion in the 1970s. Duringthe 1980s he became imrotved in public pbliay for computer
science, and in 1995 he joined Microsoft as a principal researcher with its eSciemrs
Research Group in San Francisco. Gemmell is asenior researcherin Microsoft's Next Madia research group. His cbrrent focus is on persdnal lifetime storage,but his interests
also includepersonal media management, tetepresence and reliable mufticast.

memories using attrib
d.amfor example, the date, pi- a d
d j s t of a photograph or wdmmor
spokw comments that the database appends to the file. Metadata are frequentMARCH Z O O 7
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ly a crucial part of recall; a person seeking a specific e-mail, for instance, may
remember that it was sent at a certain
time of year. By linking these metadata,
much of which are obtained automatically, to digital memories, the database
allows users to efficiently comb through
even the largest archives.
MyLifeBits has also provided Bell
with a new suite of tools for capturinghis
interactions with other people and machines. The system records his telephone
calls knd the programs playing on radio
and television. When he is working at his
PC, MyLifeBits automatically stores a
copy of every Web page he visits and a
transcript of every instant message he
sends or receives. It also records the files
he opens, the songs he plays and the
searches he performs. The system even
monitors which windows are in the foreg r o d of his screen at any time and how
much mouse and keyboard activity is going on. When Bell is on the go, MyLifeBits continually uploads his lotatimfrom
a portable Global Positiohg System device, wirelessly transmitting the information to his archive. This geographic
tracking allows the softwareto automatically assign locations to Bell's photographs, based on the time each is taken.
To obtain a visual record of his day,
Bell wears the SenseCam, a camera developed by Microsoft Research that automatically takes pictures when its sensors indicate that the user might want a
photograph. For example, if the SenseCam's passive infrared sensor detects a
warm body nearby, it photographs the
person. If the light level changes significantly-a sign that the user has probably moved in or out of a room and entered a new setting-the camera takes
another snapshot. A reant study led by
researchers at Addenbrooke's Hospital
in Cambridge, England, showed that a
memory-impairedpatient who reviewed
SenseCam images every night wits able
to retain memories for more than two
months, (Incontrast, a nightly review of
a written diary resulted in almost no improvement in memory retention.) Neuropsychologist Martin Conway of the
University of Leeds in England speculates that the SenseCam could become

"the first truly powerful 21s-century
memory stimulant."
After six years, Bell has amassed a
digital archive of more than 300,000 records, taking up about 150 gigabytes of
memory. The information is stored on
Bell's dual-disk notebook computer and
his assistant's desktop PC, which are
backed up locally and off-site. Video files
grab the lion's share of the storage
space-more than 60 gigabytes-whereas images take up 25 gigabytes and audio
files (mostlymusic) occupy 18gigabytes.
The remainder is shared by 100,000
Web pages, 100,000 e-mails, 15,000
text files,2,000 Powerpoint files, and so
on. Bell has found the system particularly useful for contacting old acquaintances and finding other people with
whom he needs to communicate. He has
also employed MyLifeBits to retrieve
Web sites for citations in his research papers, to provide doctors with records of
a 25-year-old coronary bypass, and to
obtain a photograph of a deceased friend
for a newspaper obituary.

Some features of MyLifeBits, such as
full-text search, have already been incorporated into cotnmercial products.
As a whole, though, the system requires
more development to improve its ease of
use and its management of the data. Better software for converting speech to
text would greatly enhance the sys&m
by allowing user3to search for wor& OX
.
phrases in phone conversations or other
voice recordings. Similarly, automatic
face recognition would solve the pesky
probbm of photograph-labeling. And
the retrieval of information could become.c8:~&if the sysm m t m £ J $
i&ntiiied'rhe nawe ef rf dof..thi~m~
era1 hundred document types, perhaps
by analyzing tkeir farm and content. But
our research project has already &matized the evolution of the K%ixn%a'iv&d
processor and number c r u w b ab a
transaction processor that can log everything about the user's life in high-6ddity
multimedia. Many expertshave
ed the demise of the personal computer,
but it is ciearthat the "P" in "PC" is not

FAMIbY VACATIONS may become more memorable if they are digitally recorded and archived.
Vacatidn snapshots are llnkedtoGPSrecords [pinkdotson map) in thisdiary of a trip to Los
Angeles taken by Jim Gemmell, one of the authors, and hischildren.
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numoers may nor 000 up secouse ojrounsmg.

STORAGE CAPACITY has grown tremendously in recent years and will continue to climb [graph].
Atypical desktop PCwill hold more than a terabyte [a trillion bytes] of data by 2010; notebook
computers, personal digital assistants and cell phones are expected to reach that milestone by
2015.Aterabyte of storage is enough to hold all the books, e-mails, recorded conversations,
songs and photographs that one is likely to accumulate over 6 0 years [table].

going away. If anything, PCs will be- tops, home computersand so on-but all
come even more personal. What will that information is also securely transchange is the "C." Our machines will mitted over the Internet to a host server
evolve into computing ecosystems that run by a hypothetical company called
encompass not just computers but stor- LifeBits, Inc. This company manages the
age services on the Internet, new access storage of the data, performs regular
devices (such as cell phones and enter- backups (so as to recover any inadvertainment centers), and ubiquitous sen- tently deleted material) and places copies
sors. Most likely our LifeBits will even- of the archive in various locations to entually be housed in a home server con- sure that it is not destroyed in a natural
nected to various Web services.
or man-made disaster.
Because most of their information is
~ a o l i z i nthe
i Vision
availablevia secure Web access, the famT O I L L U S T R A T E the potential impact ily members can retrieve it anywhere
of digital memories, we have imagined a and at any time. Particularly sensitive inday in the life of a fictitiousfamily mak- formation that might put someone in leing full use of this technology in the not gal jeopardy can be kept in an offshore
so distant future [see box on pages 60 data storage account-a "Swiss data
and 611. Various pieces of the family's bank," if you will-to place it beyond
digital memories are stored in their per- the reach of U.S. courts. The children in
sonal devices-their cell phones, lap- the family can encrypt their recordings,

but the LifeBits service will give the parents access to the data in case of an emergency. Likewise, some of the parents'
digital memories may be covered by employment contracts that stipulate that
the data related to their jobs belong to
their employers. When such employees
leave their jobs, they may have to perform a "partial lobotomy" on their copies of the memories, expunging everything deemed to be company property.
Some of the scenarios we have described are not all that futuristic. Wearable sensor platforms that collect health
data and monitor vital signs such as
heart rate, breathing and the number of
calories burned are already being commercialized by companies such as VivoMetrics in Ventura. Calif.. and BodvMedia in Pittsburgh. In the meantime, Dust
Networks in Hayward, Calif., has developed a wireless hub for relaying signals
amone" a network of sensors. The Human SpeechomeProject, led by Deb Roy
at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology Media Lab, is engaged in recording nearly every waking hour of the first
three years of a child's life-the child is
Roy's son, now a one-year-old-to study
how people acquire language. And Kiyoharu Aizawa and his colleagues at the
University of Tokyo are working on
wearable video camera systems that
would identify interesting moments to
capture for posterity by monitoring the
alpha waves in the user's brain.
Microsoft Research is supporting 14
universities undertaking a variety of
projects in the field of digital memories.
One of them is MyHealthBits, led by
Bambang Parmanto of the University of
Pittsburgh; this effort is taking on the
challenge of recording huge amounts of
health data and managing the voluminous records that result. Recent studies
at the University of Washington have
shown the benefits of continuous health
monitoring in diabetic patients and individuals with sleep disorders.
This early progress is encouraging,
but the advent of the digital-memoriesera
will not be trouble-free. Some countries
and U.S. states currently impose restrictions on recording conversations or photographing people. Many individuals are
MARCH 2 0 0 7

equally concerned about recording informtion that could be used against them
in court. Digital memories, unlike those
inour brains, would be fair game in a legal proceeding. Richard Nixon famously
advised his aides to say "I cadt recall"
when testifying before a grand jury, but
tape recordings of his awnconversati0139
were his downfall. For &w$e of us
view digital intmoric:s as anit~&&oil of
o u r o w n m i & ~ w e f s ~ ~ l a f- s
in court would fed hfrR self-incrimination. New teclrrtologies, however, can

--

Maganize files based
c t c h remains to

Guarding the privacy
memories will be critical. The, p~mpect
that: identity thieveer, g o s s i p m r s or
authoritarian states could gain dkms tro
ple, however, already

we have now, and we will need intelli-

Another technic
ensuring that users a
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format evolution.
www.sciam.com

lnformatiorrabout MyLifeBlts em be found at www.rnyllfebita.corn
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